
Modern and
rapidly deployable
asset visibility
solutions
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http://www.inthing.io/


SAFETY
MRO Tool Tracking 
Hospital Equipment Visibility 
Chemical Tracking 
Occupancy Tracking

Returnable Asset Visibil ity
Zero Error Shipment Tracking
Material Audit & Delivery 
Work-In-Progress Visibil ity

IT Asset Visibil ity 
Fixed Asset Audits
Preventive Maintenance Visibil ity 
Intellectual Property Visibil ity

PRODUCTIVITY

FRUGALITY
Lab Equipment Visibil ity
Voting Equipment Tracking Solution
Warehouse Inventory Visibil ity
Textbook Tracking

SOLUTION CATEGORIES

COMPLIANCE



SAFETY

HOSPITAL EQUIPMENT VISIBILITY

Improved visibility of medical devices and
surgical instruments for on-time certification 
and sterilization to reduce patient health risks

MRO TOOL TRACKING
Improving passenger and employee safety in
aircrafts and nuclear plants by eliminating
risks associated with foreign object debris

OCCUPANCY TRACKING 

Improving worker safety with automated
ingress control when exceeding safety
threshold for a closed room or facility

CHEMICAL TRACKING

Improving visibility of dangerous chemicals
of interest (COIs) in high-risk facilities as per
the Chemicals Facility Anti-Terrorism
Standards (CFATS) Act of 2014



PREVENTIVE
MAINTENANCE TRACKING

COMPLIANCE

IT ASSET VISIBILITY

Improving IT asset audit
compliance by enabling operations
teams to quickly find specific
datacenter and mobile IT assets
during audits

FIXED ASSET AUDIT

Improve Sarbanes Oxley and other
financial compliance sufficiencies by
creating an improved oversight of 
capitalized or valuable assets

INTELLECTUAL 
PROPERTY VISIBILITY

Protecting prototypes, customer
wafers and other intellectual
properties with increased visibility
and a tight chain of custody

Improving OSHA and ISO compliance by
facilitating on-time maintenance and
calibration of tools and equipment by
finding the right asset at the right time



Improve productivity and revenue with
automated check-ins / check-outs or rental
returns of returnable items on big event
nights in sports & entertainment events

RETURNABLE ASSET VISIBILITY

PRODUCTIVITY

Improving productivity by eliminating
inaccurate shipments forever from factory
floor to shipment load

ZERO ERROR
SHIPMENT TRACKING

Improving accuracy in handling inbound
materials from receiving dock through put-away
to assembly-line

MATERIAL AUDIT 
& DELIVERY

Improving throughput of manufacturing lines
with J-I-T availability of correct jobs, parts and
travelers at every stage

WORK-IN-PROGRESS VISIBILITY 



VOTING EQUIPMENT 
TRACKING

TEXTBOOK TRACKING

Reducing labor intensive and error-prone
management of voting equipment in
kitting, delivery, pickup and reconciliation
of parts and accessories on election nights

Reducing annual spends on lab assets
and supplies with effective tracking and
sharing

Reducing annual spends on textbooks
and education materials in K-12 schools
by 25%

Reducing labor intensive and error-prone
warehouse cycle counts and reducing

inventory shelf-life

LAB EQUIPMENT
VISIBILITY

WAREHOUSE INVENTORY
VISIBILITY

FRUGALITY



Products: Modern visibility apps for ‘Goods’, ‘Assets’ and ‘People’
Platform: High-availability, Scalability, Extensible, Multi-sensor support
Solutions: Rapidly Deployable, Simple Integrations, Lower Risks and Costs
Support: 24 /7 support for Global Customers and Mission Critical Operations

+1(888) 518-8710

support@inthing.io

Talk To Us


